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Abstract
Taking the induced action for gauge fields coupled to affine currents as an
example, we show how loop calculations in non-local two-dimensional field
theories can be regulated. Our regularisation method for one loop is based on
the method of Pauli and Villars. We use it to calculate the renormalisation
factors for the corresponding effective actions, clearing up some discrepancies
in the literature. In particular, it will be shown explicitly that vector gauge
transformation invariance and Haar invariance of functional integral measures
impose different requirements, but they are related by a counterterm (which
is local in terms of group variables). For higher loops, we use the method of
covariant derivatives combined with Pauli-Villars to argue that the one loop
result remains unaltered.
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1 Introduction
In two-dimensional field theory, the chiral algebra that constitutes (part of) the
symmetry algebra is of central interest. Classically, coupling gauge fields to that
current algebra introduces a local invariance, which in turn can be used to gauge
away the gauge fields, so that these do not acquire a dynamical existence. Quantum
mechanically however, due to anomalies, these gauge fields often do become propa-
gating fields, describing new degrees of freedom. The best known case is of course
the Liouville mode for non-critical strings. The action used as a starting point to de-
scribe the quantum theory of these new degrees of freedom is the induced action, i.e.
the action resulting from integrating out the ‘matter’ degrees of freedom that make
up the chiral currents. In the case of linear chiral algebras, where the central charge
c only appears in the most singular term of the operator product expansions, this
induced action is proportional to c. For non-linear algebras, the central charge also
appears elsewhere in coupling constants, and the induced action can be expanded in
a power series, Γind =
∞∑
i=0
c1−iΓi where Γ0 will be called the ‘classical’ term. Building
a quantum theory on this induced action, the following remarkable renormalisation
property has been noticed: the quantum effective action has the same functional
form as the classical term in the induced action, but a renormalisation of fields and
couplings takes place :
Γeff [Φ] = ZΓΓ
0[ZΦΦ] . (1)
This property has been verified for Wess-Zumino-Witten models [1] in [2], for two-
dimensional gravity in [3], for W3 gravity in [4] to first order and to all orders in [5].
It was recently extended [6], also to all orders, to all extensions of two-dimensional
gravity that can be obtained from a Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction of WZW models
based on (super)algebras [7].
The WZW models are the simplest examples, and in view of the Drinfeld-Sokolov
reduction technique, at the same time also generic. For these models, there actually
exist several different methods to obtain eq.(1). We will recapitulate the different
methods in the next section. These methods agree as to the general form of the
result, and also as to the value of ZΓ. However, they disagree on the field renormal-
isation factors ZΦ. In view of the universal applicability of eq.(1), valid as it seems
to be for a very wide class of chiral algebras, this is somewhat disconcerting. As
will become clear, each of these methods can be criticized on the grounds that little
attention is payed to one of the prominent features of quantum field theory, namely
the need to make sense of the divergent expressions as they are encountered in per-
turbation theory. Partly this is due to the fact that sometimes divergent diagrams,
when treated in a cavalier fashion, formally lead to reasonable finite expressions,
which are then taken to be the final answer. However, certainly since the advent
of anomalies, we have learned that even these finite parts may turn out to have a
value that is different from the ’naive’ one. Perhaps the simplest example is the
box diagram contribution to photon-photon scattering in QED: gauge invariance
requires it to vanish at zero momenta, but a simple four-dimensional calculation
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leads to a finite integral that is non-zero. Needless to say a regularised version
(whether Pauli-Villars, dimensional regularisation, or others) leads to the correct
(zero) value. It will be shown in this paper that a similar phenomenon occurs for
the (finite) renormalisation factors for induced two-dimensional gauge theories.
In order to resolve the discrepancy then, one has to face the issue of regularisation
in non-local field theories. Indeed, the induced actions are typically non-local. In
local field theory, one has developed by now a whole arsenal of techniques to deal
with the divergences that occur in a perturbative expansion of Green functions
(or S-matrix elements). They typically involve the introduction of a cut-off at
high momenta. Then some renormalisation conditions are imposed, defining the
physical parameters of the theory in terms of the parameters in the Lagrangian
as well as the cut-off. Finally, the cut-off is taken to infinity keeping the physical
parameters equal to their experimental values. Alternatively, one introduces the
physical parameters in the Lagrangian from the start, and adds counterterms to it,
order by order in perturbation theory, to keep these parameters at their physical
values. A crucial role is played in this whole development by the locality properties:
all counterterms added, finite or infinite (i.e. terms with or without limit when
the cut-off is removed), are local expressions in terms of the fields. In non-local
field theories one loses this important criterium. We will take a very pragmatic
attitude here, and first look for a method that regularises the theory. Rather than
investigating all possible counterterms that one may reasonably (want to) add, we
will at first not add any when none is needed. In this paper we will also limit
ourselves to very specific non-local field theory, viz. the two-dimensional actions,
induced by matter, of chiral gauge fields that couple to matter currents forming
an affine Lie algebra. After introducing the model in section two, we will present
three derivations of the renormalisation formula eq.(1) in section three. In the next
section, based on simple considerations of the diagrams to be computed for the two
point function, we will introduce a regularisation for the quantum theory, including
single loops only. This regularisation can be translated to a Pauli-Villars style
regularisation [8], which will have the unusual property that it is based on a non-
local mass term. Then we will go on to show that it regularises all one-loop diagrams,
and we will compute the n-point functions in the same 1-loop approximation. In
section six we will compare the resulting renormalisation factors with the formal
calculations of the third section. Also in that section we will relate our computation
to computations in the WZW model, which is closer to a local field theory than
the induced actions for gauge fields we consider up to there. We will show that
the regularisation we adopted is fully compatible with the formal Haar-invariance
of the WZW integration measure, provided one includes a finite local counterterm.
In section seven we propose a regularisation method that goes beyond one loop,
introducing a method based on higher derivative terms in the Lagrangian (which
are introduced covariantly), followed by a Pauli-Villars style regularisation of the
remaining one-loop divergences. We will show that the one-loop result obtained in
section five remains unaltered, and that it in fact provides the full answer.
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2 Induced Wess-Zumino-Witten models
The induced action Γ[A] for a Lie algebra valued gauge field A is defined to be
the generating functional of all connected current-current correlators for a given
holomorphic affine Lie algebra of level k: 3
e−Γ[A] = 〈e
−
1
πx
∫
d2z tr {J(z)A(z)}
〉, (2)
and correspondingly, for an anti-holomorphic algebra one defines the induced action
Γ¯[A¯] for a gauge field of opposite chirality. These induced actions arise when inte-
grating out ’matter’ degrees of freedom, indicated by the 〈〉 signs. All that is needed
from this underlying model are the operator product expansions for the currents Ja,
which we take to form an affine Lie algebra. Explicitly,
Γ[A] =
k
2πx
∫
d2z tr
{
1
2
A
∂
∂¯
A −
1
3
1
∂¯
A
[
A,
∂
∂¯
A
]
−
1
4
1
∂¯
A
[
A,
1
∂¯
([
A,
∂
∂¯
A
])]
+ · · ·
}
. (3)
Although this action is non-local, its variation under the gauge transformation
δηA = ∂¯η − [A, η] = D¯[A]η , (4)
is a purely local expression, given by
δηΓ[A] = −
k
2πx
∫
d2z tr {η∂A} . (5)
This transformation property in fact contains all the information needed concerning
the induced action. Introducing the ”induced current” u
ua(x) = −2π
δΓ[A]
δAa(x)
, (6)
one finds from eq. (5) the Ward identity
D¯[A] u/k = ∂A. (7)
3We use the following conventions: If [ta, tb] = f
c
ab
tc, then f
d
ac
f c
bd
= −h˜ gab, where h˜ is the
dual Coxeter number. In a representation R we have tr{tatb} = −x gab, with x the index of the
representation
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In [9] it was realised that this Ward identity is nothing but the statement that
the curvature for the Yang-Mills field with components {A, u/k} vanishes. This
condition is then solved by parametrizing A ≡ ∂¯gg−1 and u/k ≡ ∂gg−1. Rewriting
the righthand side of eq. (5) using A = ∂¯gg−1 and η = δηgg−1 one obtains the
equation of motion of a Wess-Zumino-Witten model. One concludes that
Γ[A = ∂¯gg−1] = −k S+[g] (8)
with
S+[g] =
1
4πx
∫
d2z tr
{
∂g−1∂¯g
}
+
1
12πx
∫
d3x ǫαβγ tr
{
g,αg
−1g,βg−1g,γg−1
}
. (9)
Having established a dynamical, though non-local, action for the gauge field A, one
proceeds with the subsequent quantisation of this theory. The objects of interest are
the generating functionals Z[u] and W [u] of the Green functions of this quantum
theory:
Z[u] = e−W [u] =
∫
DAe
−Γ[A] +
1
2πx
∫
tr {uA}
, (10)
or, equivalently, the Legendre transform Γ:
Γ[Acl] = min{u}
(
W [u]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{uAcl}
)
. (11)
which is the generating functional for one particle irreducible diagrams, and is called
the effective action. For brevity, we will use the same name for W [u] also. In the
sequel we will also use the level-independent reference functional Γ0[A] = Γ[A]/k
and its Legendre transform
W 0[u] = min
{A}
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{uA}
)
. (12)
The explicit form of this last quantity is given by
W 0[u ≡ ∂gg−1] = S+[g−1]. (13)
The opposite chirality can be treated along the same lines. We have that Γ¯0[A¯ =
∂g¯g¯−1] = −S−[g¯]. Because of the identity S−[g¯] = S+[g¯−1], we have also that
W 0[A¯] = −Γ¯0[A¯]. (14)
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3 Three Derivations of the Effective Action
In this section we review three different methods to calculate the effective action
W [u].
The first method is a semiclassical approximation [10, 11]. According to the
steepest descent method the effective action eq.(10) is approximated by
e−W [u] ≃ e
−Γ[Acl] +
1
2πx
∫
tr {uAcl}
∫
Dα e
−1
2
∫
αa
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δA acl δA
b
cl
αb
, (15)
where Acl[u] is the saddle point and α is the fluctuation around this point. The
position of the saddle is obtained by solving
− 2π
δΓ 0[Acl]
δA acl
=
u a
k
, (16)
giving Acl as a functional of u. Then, all that has to be done is to compute the
functional determinant:
W [u] ≃ kW 0[u/k] + 1
2
log det
δ2Γ[Acl]
δAclδAcl
. (17)
To evaluate this expression we take advantage of the Ward identity. Indeed, taking
the functional derivative of eq. (7) with respect to Acl, one obtains the operator
identity
− 2πD¯x[Acl]
ac δ
2 Γ 0[Acl]
δA ccl(x) δA
b
cl(y)
= Dx[u/k]
a
. b δ
2(x− y) , (18)
where D[u/k] is the covariant derivative ∂ − u/k, and the subscript x denotes the
coordinate the differential operator is acting on. It follows that the sought-after de-
terminant is equal to the ratio of two determinants involving only ordinary covariant
derivatives:
det
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δAcl δAcl
=
detD[u/k]
detD¯[Acl]
(19)
These determinants can then be computed [12] by writing them out as pathintegrals
over bc ghost-antighost systems. The ghostsystems realise an (anti-) holomorphic
current algebra with level kghost = 2h˜. Therefore,
log detD[u/k] = 2h˜W 0[u/k]
log det D¯[Acl] = −2h˜Γ
0[Acl]
1
2
log det
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δAcl δAcl
= 2h˜W 0[u/k]−
h˜
k
∫
u a
δW 0[u/k]
δu a/k
. (20)
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This gives the semiclassical result, valid through order k0:
W [u] = (k + 2h˜)W 0
[
u
k + h˜
]
. (21)
The second method is called the KPZ [3] approach (we adapt the treatment in
[11]). One starts from the following action, containing gauge fields of both chiralities,
which is invariant under the transformation of A as in eq. (4) and δηA¯ = D[A¯]η:
Γ[A] + Γ¯[A¯]−
k
2πx
∫
tr
{
A A¯
}
. (22)
The invariance follows from eq.(5). This action is taken as a starting point for quan-
tisation. Because of the invariance, gauge fixing is necessary. The gauge freedom is
used to put the gauge field A¯ equal to some fixed but arbitrary value ˆ¯A. Introducing
the corresponding ghosts, one obtains the BRST-invariant action:
Γ[A, ˆ¯A, b, c] = Γ[A] + Γ¯[ˆ¯A]−
k
2πx
∫
tr
{
ˆ¯AA
}
+
1
2π
∫
bD[ˆ¯A]c . (23)
We consider the partition function corresponding to this action,
Z˜[ˆ¯A] =
∫
DADbDc e−Γ[A,
ˆ¯A, b, c]. (24)
The partition function is independent of the gauge choice - in this case this means
independent of the function ˆ¯A - and can be normalised to one. Expressing the
term Γ¯[ˆ¯A] of the gauge fixed action as a pathintegral over a right-handed fermionic
mattersystem with level k one obtains
1 = Z˜[ˆ¯A] =
∫
DA e
−Γ[A] +
k
2πx
∫
tr
{
ˆ¯AA
}
∫
DbDcDψ¯ e
−
1
2π
∫
bD[ˆ¯A]c+ ψ¯tD[ˆ¯A]ψ¯
. (25)
The background field ˆ¯A couples to a current that consists of three parts: matter (ψ¯),
ghost (bc) and gauge system (A) currents. The first two are antiholomorphic affine
currents with central extensions k and 2h˜ respectively. The ˆ¯A-independence then
implies that the gauge part, Jgauge = −
k
2
A also constitutes an anti-holomorphic affine
algebra with a compensating value of the central charge, i.e. with level −(k + 2h˜).
Therefore, combining eq.(10), eq.(25) and the anti-holomorpic counterpart of eq.(2)
we obtain
e−W [u = k
ˆ¯A] =
∫
DAe
−Γ[A] +
k
2πx
∫
tr
{
ˆ¯AA
}
6
= 〈exp −
1
πx
∫
d2x tr
{
ˆ¯AJgauge
}
〉
= e−(−k − 2h˜)Γ¯
0[ˆ¯A], (26)
and using eq.(14),
W [u] = (k + 2h˜)W 0
[
u
k
]
. (27)
This ends the second derivation.
The third method [2] consists first of all in a change of variable from the gauge
field A to group variables g,
A = ∂¯gg−1. (28)
From δηA = D¯[A]η = D¯[A] (δηgg
−1) one infers that the following jacobian is picked
up :
DA = Dg det D¯[A = ∂¯gg−1]
= Dg e2h˜S
+[g] . (29)
Then from eq.(10),
e−W [u] =
∫
Dg e
(k + 2h˜)S+[g] +
1
2πx
∫
tr{u∂¯gg−1}
.
If one parametrises the source u ≡ (k + 2h˜)∂hh−1 and one uses the Polyakov-
Wiegmann identity [9],
S+[h−1g] = S+[h−1] + S+[g] +
1
2πx
∫
tr {∂hh−1∂¯gg−1}, (30)
one finds
e−W [u] = e−(k + 2h˜)S
+[h−1]
∫
Dg e(κ+ 2h˜)S
+[h−1g] .
Using now the invariance of the Haar measure, this last pathintegral evaluates to a
constant, so
W [u] = (k + 2h˜)W 0
[
u
k + 2h˜
]
. (31)
Let us take stock. We have presented three methods to get information on the
effective action, and obtained eqs.(21,27,31). Three times we were led to the same
functional dependence, viz. that the quantum effective action is a rescaling of the
classical action. Three times also, the resulting renormalisation factor for the action,
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which can be seen to be a coupling constant renormalisation, has the same value,
k → k+2h˜. However, the field renormalisation factor Z−1u was three times different,
k → k + nh˜ with n = 1, 0, 2 respectively. It is clear that, to solve this puzzle, more
care is needed in the heuristic steps of the above methods. For that purpose, we will
introduce in the next section a scheme that allows us to properly take into account
the quantum field theory divergences implicitly present in the above derivations.
The coupling constant renormalisation factor, common to the three methods, is
expected to be valid beyond the one loop approximation. The argument rests on
the multiple valuedness of the WZW functional S+. To have in eq.(10) a univalued
Z[u]-functional, the prefactor ofW 0 has to be an integer. Since higher loop quantum
corrections will modify it with terms of order 1/k, they should be absent. Note that
no similar argument can be given for the field renormalisation factors. Thus both
the fact that they are different, and that they are closely related, is unexplained.
4 Regularisation
To investigate the quantum theory based on the induced action, one can follow the
canonical methods used for non-local actions. One rewrites the action as a sum of
monomials in the fields, eq.(3). The quadratic term determines the propagator, the
higher order monomials the vertices. The non-locality manifests itself only in the
fact that the propagator has an unfamiliar form, and the vertices contain inverse
powers of momenta. To decide on a regularisation of the resulting diagrams is a
different matter however. One method would be to try and convert the theory to a
local one first. For the present case, this would involve the change of variables as in
eq.(28), which is possibly a sensitive issue to start with. A more direct confrontation
with the difficulties was made in [13], in the framework of two-dimensional gravity
theories. There, each diagram was regularised, by hand, by inserting an exponential
cut-off in the momentum integration. This procedure is not without difficulties, as
discussed in [13], with dependence of the diagrams on routings of momenta.
The method that we are about to introduce will stick closely to traditional meth-
ods based on the ideas of Pauli and Villars. We will at first have a look at the simplest
diagrams to be regulated. It will be shown that this can be done straightforwardly
by a compensating diagram with a modified propagator. Then we determine which
Lagrangian corresponds to this modification. We regard this as a crucial step to
ensure consistency of our treatment. The regularisation of the remaining one-loop
diagrams is then completely fixed.
To see what we need, we start by considering the two-point function. The mo-
mentumspace Feynman rules can be read off from
− (2π)3
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δA acl(q) δA
b
cl(r)
≡ ∆ab(q, r) +
∞∑
n=3
V nab[Acl](q, r)
= g ab
q¯
q
δ2(q + r)
8
✫✪
✬✩
Figure 1: Vacuum Polarisation Diagram
+
2i
(2π)2
∫
d2p fabcA
c
cl(p) δ
2(p+ q + r) V3(q, r, p)
+
1
(2π)4
∫
d2p d2sA dcl(p)A
e
cl(s) δ
2(p+ q + r + s)
{ f cad fceb V4(q, r, p, s) + f
c
ab fcde W4(q, r, p, s) }
+...
with
V3(q, r, p) =
pq¯ − p¯q
pqr
V4(q, r, p, s) =
−1
p+ q
{
r¯
q r
−
r¯
p r
+
s¯
p s
−
s¯
q s
+
p¯
r p
−
p¯
s p
+
q¯
s q
−
q¯
r q
}
W4(q, r, p, s) =
−1
p+ s
{
r¯
p r
−
s¯
q s
+
s¯
r s
−
q¯
p q
}
The two-point function at one loop order consists of the two diagrams of figs.1
and 2.
The (unregularised) expression for the vacuum polarisation diagram (fig.1) is
given by
−
1
4
tr
{
∆−1V 3∆−1V 3
}
=
−h˜
(2π)4
∫
d2p
∫
d2q A acl(p)Acl a(−p)
q2
|q|2
(p+ q)2
|p+ q|2
(p¯q − q¯p)2
q2(p+ q)2p2
,
which is logarithmically divergent. We refrain from making formal simplications be-
fore the integral is well-defined. To regularise it we add a supplementary diagram,
with an identical integrand except for the replacement of the propagator denomina-
tors |q|2 and |p+ q|2 by |q|2 +M2 and |p + q|2 +M2, and a change in overall sign.
This improves the convergence by two powers which is sufficient in this case. We
therefore adopt the following convergent expression for this diagram
∑
i=0
ci
−h˜
(2π)4
∫
d2p
∫
d2q A acl(p)Acl a(−p)
(p¯q − q¯p)2
p2 (|q|2 +M2i )(|p+ q|
2 +M2i )
, (32)
9
 
 
 
✫✪
✬✩❅❅❅
Figure 2: Seagull Diagram
where the sum runs over the original i = 0 term (i.e. c0 = 1 and M0 = 0), and over
(all) the Pauli-Villars term(s) needed to render the Feynman diagram well defined.
We take
∑
i=0 ci = 0. After the momentum integration, the limit Mi → ∞ (i 6= 0)
still has to be taken.
The Lagrangian interpretation for these regularising steps is quite simple. The
extra contributions correspond to extra (PV) fields, having the same couplings as
the original ones but different propagators, and an extra factor ci for the loop. This
factor can be added by hand, or, perhaps more attractively, by limiting oneself to
ci = ±1 and considering −1 to result from the sum of two fermionic (−2) and one
bosonic (+1) PV-field. The change in the propagator can be viewed as arising from
a massterm for the PV-fields αia
−M2i
16π
∫
α ai
1
∂¯2
αi a (33)
A non-local mass term has been used in a different context in [14]. If one substitutes
A = ∂¯ϕ in eq.(3), the quadratic terms (and the trilinear terms) become local in ϕ,
and the proposed mass term has a completely conventional form. We adopt it from
now on.
The expression for the seagulldiagram (fig.2) is now completely fixed. One finds
that
1
2
∑
i=0
citr
{
∆−1i V
4
}
(34)
=
∑
i=0
ci
−h˜
(2π)4
∫
d2p
∫
d2q A acl(p)Acl a(−p)
(p¯+ q¯)(p− q)(p¯q − q¯p)
p2(|q|2 +M2i )|p+ q|
2
.
Two remarks are in order. First, the linear divergence is again cured by the condition∑
i=0 ci = 0. Second, note that the vertex denominators are not altered, but only
the propagators (for the PV contributions).
Both expressions (32) and (34) are thus made finite. It is convenient to combine
them before taking the limit Mi → ∞. This leads, after some elementary algebra,
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to the following formula for the one loop effective action:
W1 loop[u(Acl)] =
−h˜
(2π)4
∫
d2p A acl(p) ( I4 + I33 )Acl a(−p) +O(A
3
cl) (35)
with
I4 + I33 =
∑
i=0
ci
∫
d2q
(p¯q − q¯p)2
p2(|q|2 +M2i )
{
1
|p+ q|2 +M2i
−
1
|p+ q|2
}
(36)
We want to stress here that the crucial difference in the two last denominators, is
a direct consequence of the fact that the contributions from regulating fields are
derived from a specific Lagrangian. As a result only propagators are modified in the
PV-method, whereas vertices are simply duplicated, thus ensuring that all the one-
loop diagrams of the original theory are regularised. The denominator coming from
the non-local V 4-vertex therefore remains ”massless”. Formula (36) also indicates
that the ad-hoc regularisation device of multiplying the integrand with a standard
convergence factor, would give a vanishing result here.
To proceed with the evaluation of eq.(36) we combine the denominators using a
Feynman parameter, shift the momenta and perform the momentum integral to find
I4 + I33|Mi→∞ =
∑
i
ci
−2π|p|2
p2
∫ 1
0
dα ln
αM2i + α(1− α)|p|
2
M2i + α(1− α)|p|
2
=
−2πp¯
p
(37)
upon taking the limit. This limit might perhaps have contained divergent pieces (the
individual contributions of the diagrams do). Then one would have had to adjust
the action with some (Mi-dependent) counterterms, and include their contribution
before taking the limit. These counterterms are the ones that, in the usual renormal-
isation program, renormalise the physical vs. bare parameters in the Lagrangian.
In the cases studied here, such divergent terms do not appear. Therefore, we don’t
add any counterterms at present, and the infinite mass limit gives directly the final
answer:
W1 loop[u(Acl)] =
−2h˜
2πx
∫
d2z tr
{
1
2
Acl
∂
∂¯
Acl + · · ·
}
(38)
5 One Loop Calculation of the Effective Action
Having established our regularisation method by looking at the two-point function,
we now compute the full effective action in the one loop approximation. In principle,
this could be done with diagrams also, but we apply a simpler method. Let us
consider the change inW when we perform a gauge transformation on its argument,
δ(u/k) = D[u/k]η. Since Acl is expressed in terms of it by eq.(16), this implies δAcl =
11
D¯[Acl]η. If we make a simultaneous transformation on the integration variables,
δ α ai = f
a
bcη
bα ci , one finds that
δ 1
2
∫
α ai
∂2 Γ 0[Acl]
∂A acl ∂A
b
cl
α bi = 0.
This can be seen most easily by combining the transformations in A = Acl+αi and
using
δ
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr {Au/k}
)
=
1
2πx
∫
tr
{
η ∂¯(u/k)
}
.
The gauge variation of W [u] is then obtained from an anomaly calculation. In the
present setup, where jacobians for simultaneous transformation of original and PV-
fields cancel, this means that it is given by the expectation value of the variation of
the PV-massterm (which is not invariant). We follow the method of [15]. Introducing
a T -operator, by writing the mass term eq.(33) as
1
2
M2i
∫
α ai Ta b α
b
i (39)
one finds
δW1 loop[u(Acl)] =
∑
i=1
ciTr
{
η
(
1− T−1Γ0
′′
/M2i
)−1}
,
where Tr denotes a matrix trace (which we have explicitly taken to be in the adjoint
representation) and a coordinatespace integration also.
To proceed, we recast the operator T−1Γ0
′′
in a more convenient form, using
covariant derivatives and the operator identity eq.(18). We find
T−1Γ0
′′
= 4
(
D¯ + Acl
)2 D
D¯
,
where D = D[u/k] and D¯ = D¯[Acl]. It is important to realise that D and D¯ com-
mute, due to the zero curvature condition (7). Therefore, they can be diagonalised
simultaneously. To evaluate the trace, one can make use of this property by not using
plane waves, but instead a basis of their eigenstates (i.e. g eikx when Acl = ∂¯g g
−1):
δW1 loop[u(Acl)] (40)
=
∑
j=1
cj
∫ ∞
0
dλ e−λ
∫
d2x
∫
d2k
(2π)2
tr
{
e−ik.x g−1η eλT
−1Γ0
′′
/M2j g e+ik.x
}
=
∑
j=1
cj
∫ ∞
0
dλ e−λ
∫
d2x
∫
d2k
(2π)2
tr
{
e−ik.x ηg e
λg−1T−1Γ0
′′
g/M2j e+ik.x
}
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with
g−1T−1Γ0
′′
g = 4
{
∂∂¯ + 2Acl g∂ +
(
∂¯(Acl g) + A
2
cl g
) ∂
∂¯
}
Bg = g
−1Bg (B = η, Acl). (41)
To evaluate eq.(40), we split the operator (41) into two pieces, viz. the second
derivative ∂∂¯ and the rest, called Y from now on. We follow the method used in [16]
for differential operators, but extend here its use to a non-local differential operator.
Applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, and rescaling the momenta, we
find the following intermediate result
δW1 loop[u(Acl)]
=
∑
j=1
cj
∫ ∞
0
dλ e−λ
∫
d2x
∫
d2pj
M2j
λ(2π)2
e−|pj |
2
tr
{
ηge
−iMj pj .x/
√
λ e(4λY/M
2
j
+8λ2[∂∂¯,Y ]/M4j+···)e+iMj pj .x/
√
λ
}
.
The next step is to expand the exponential consisting of the non-local differential
operators and let it act on the plane wave. In the limit M2j → ∞, very few terms
will contribute, but it is not immediately clear how to handle the non-locality. We
have verified that the so-called pseudo-differential operator calculus (for a general
reference, see [17]) works well. The Leibniz rule is still valid, when written in the
form
∂n (f ∗ ) =
∞∑
k=0
n...(n− k + 1)
k!
(
∂kf
)
∂n−k ∗ . (42)
If n is positive the infinite sum just runs up to k = n. For n negative however, there
is an infinite number of terms. Whereas this might complicate matters, for the
present purpose the series is effectively finite, due to the angular integral, combined
with the Mj →∞ limit. After the angular integral only two pieces remain. In order
M2j ,
δ 1W1 loop[u(Acl)]
=
∑
j=1
cj
∫ ∞
0
dλ e−λ
∫
d2x
∫
d2pj
M2j
λ(2π)2
tr {η} e−|pj |
2
,
which vanishes since faab = 0. As a result the variation of the effective action
contains no infinite terms. In order M0j ,
δ [∂∂¯,Y ]W1 loop[u(Acl)]
=
∑
j=1
cj
∫ ∞
0
dλ e−λ
∫
d2x
∫
d2pj
2λ
π2M2j
e−|pj |
2
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tr
{
ηg e
−iMj pj .x/
√
λ
[
∂∂¯, Y
]
e+iMj pj .x/
√
λ
}
=
−1
π
∑
j=1
cj
∫
d2x tr {ηg ∂(Acl g)}
∫
d
(
|pj|
2
)
e−|pj |
2
|pj|
2
=
1
π
∫
d2x tr {η D[u/k]Acl} .
Rewriting it in a representation independent way this becomes
δW1 loop[u(Acl)] =
−2h˜
2πx
∫
d2x tr {Acl δ (u/k)}
= 2h˜
∫
d2x
∂W 0[u/k]
∂ua/k
δ (ua/k) . (43)
Since there are no gauge invariant polynomials in terms of u/k alone, we have proven
the following one loop result:
W [u] = (k + 2h˜)W 0
[
u
k
]
(44)
6 Three derivations revisited
Having completed our one-loop calculation in a regularised framework, we now re-
examine the more heuristic methods reviewed in section three.
It is clear that result eq.(44) of our calculation, agrees with the KPZ-result
eq.(27), that was based on invariance under vector-like transformations. The rea-
son for this agreement is not so clear however. Indeed, the non-local regularisation
we introduced, does not respect the vector-invariance explicitly. In particular, the
gauge field measure is not invariant by itself. But neither is the ghost field measure.
We have not specified how the ghost integral was regularised, but this is well known:
one obtains the standard result in eq.(20) for the chiral determinant by regularising
with a standard (non-invariant) massterm.
To check the KPZ method in the light of our treatment, one has to check that
the quantum theory preserves the vector-invariance. This amounts to a check of
quantum BRST invariance for eq.(23). It is well known how to do this. The BRST
anomaly calculation splits into two distinct pieces. The ghost part calculation can
most easily be read off from the result of the ghost determinant, and is therefore
proportional to 2h˜δW 0[ˆ¯A]/δ ˆ¯AD[ˆ¯A]c. For the gauge field part we follow the lines of
[18]. One then has to determine the expectation value of the variation of the PV-
mass term, just as in the calculation of section five. In fact, one is just repeating
the steps of that section, with the gauge transformation parameter η replaced by
the BRST ghost c. The result can be read off from eq.(43), and exactly cancels
the ghost contribution. This confirms that our gauge field loop regularisation, when
combined with the usual ghost treatment, preserves the BRST invariance.
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Now we also make the connection with the semiclassical reasoning of section
three, based on the factorisation of determinants. Although the operator equality
eq.(18) is on solid enough ground, the statement about the determinants requires a
closer look at regularisations. In section three, we used the standard values for the
determinants of covariant derivatives, eq.(20). But from the present point of view,
this means that certain regularisations -in fact those regularisations defined by the
simplest possible massterms- are implicit. On the other hand the determinant of the
non-local operator for the A-fields has been defined in its own right in the preceding
section. We can then check whether the determinant formula of (19) agrees with
these choices or not. We find that it should be replaced by
det(R)
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δAcl δAcl
=
det(S)D[u/k]
det(S) D¯[Acl]
e
−
2h˜
2πx
∫
tr{Acl u/k}
, (45)
where we explicitly indicated our choice of regularisation for the non-local A de-
terminant by (R), and the standard choices for the determinants of the covariant
derivatives by (S).
It may be interesting to note that there is an alternative way of writing the
semiclassical determinant in a factorised form that does agree with our A-measure,
viz.
det(R)
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δAcl δAcl
=
(
det(S)D[u/k]
)2
det(V)
{
D¯[Acl]D[u/k]
} , (46)
where (V) indicates a vector-invariant regularisation. The log of the determinant
in the denominator is proportional to the covariant induced action of eq.(22) in
terms of the chiral gauge fields Acl and u/k. Since these are related to each other
through the Legendre transform (16), that determinant equals unity. For the non-
local determinant itself we conclude that, with the present definitions,
(
det(R)
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δAcl δAcl
) 1
2
= det(S)D[u/k] = e
2h˜W 0[u/k] . (47)
It may be noted that the determinant factorisation formula eq.(19) has been used
quite often to calculate effective actions [10, 19, 4, 6, 20], almost always however
in a rather formal way. Additional insight may be gained by looking back at the
calculation of section four, when interpreting it in terms of these determinants.
From the formal eq.(20), one would have expected the quadratic terms of the one
loop contribution to the effective action to vanish. Rather, we found eq.(38). It
was also pointed out after eq.(36) that a vanishing result would be obtained if one
would regulate by inserting exponential cutoffs by hand. This explains why this
last method gives a result that is the same as the one based on the straightforward
determinant factorisation formula.
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The third derivation in section three was built on a change of variable including a
Jacobian, using the Polyakov-Wiegmann formula, and assuming the Haar invariance
of the measure. Since we do not intend to give an explicit prescription here for the
regularisation of the g-integral (see however [21, 22]), we can not go into this issue
in a direct way. As an alternative, we propose to use formula (29) to define the
g-integration, by relating the so far unspecified measure Dg to the measure DA we
did construct before. 4 To emphasize the regularisation dependence, we rewrite it
as
DA(R) = Dg(R) e
2h˜S+[g] . (48)
We now analyse the transformation properties of the resulting measure. We proceed
by computing the transformation properties of our well-defined A-measure under
finite gauge transformations. This will teach us how the group measure itself behaves
under left multiplication. We introduce the finite gauge transforms
Ah = ∂¯h h
−1 + hAh−1
ˆ¯Ah = ∂h h
−1 + h ˆ¯Ah−1 .
Using the result (44), we find to the one-loop order that
e−(k + 2h˜)W
0[ˆ¯Ah] =
∫
DAh e
−k
(
Γ0[Ah]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{Ah
ˆ¯Ah}
)
=
∫
DA
DAh
DA
e
−k
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{Aˆ¯A}+W 0[ˆ¯Ah]−W
0[ˆ¯A]
)
. (49)
On the other hand, due to the Polyakov-Wiegmann identity, we have that
e−2h˜W
0[ˆ¯Ah] = e
−2h˜
(
W 0[ˆ¯A] + S−[h]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{h−1∂¯h ˆ¯A}
)
=
∫
DAe
−k
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{(A+
2h˜
k
h−1∂¯h)ˆ¯A} −W 0[ˆ¯A]
)
− 2h˜S−[h]
.(50)
Combining eqs. (49) and (50) we find
∫
DAe
−k
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{Aˆ¯A}
)
DAh
DA
=
∫
DAe
−k
(
Γ0[A−
2h˜
k
h−1∂¯h]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{A ˆ¯A}
)
− 2h˜S−(h)
4We do not follow [23] in effectively taking the square root of this expression. Such a procedure
would lead to a coupling renormalisation factor k + h˜ instead of k + 2h˜.
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where we performed a shift on the quantum field in the second line, such that in
both cases the source ˆ¯A couples just to A ≡ ∂¯gg−1. This enables us to write down
the following Jacobian
DAh(R)
DA(R)
= e
−2h˜
(
S−[h]−
∫
δΓ0[A]
δAa
(h−1∂¯h)a
)
. (51)
We want to interpret this k-independent factor as a regulated Jacobian for the
change of variables from A to Ah. For consistency, it must obey the group structure
for subsequent transformations; this can be checked by rewriting
DAh(R)
DA(R)
= e
−2h˜
(
S−[h]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{∂gg−1 h−1 ∂¯h}
)
= e
−2h˜
(
S−[hg]− S−[g]
)
, (52)
Using eq.(48) this reduces to the following transformation property for the group
integration:
D(hg)(R)
Dg(R)
= e+M1[hg]−M1[g] ,
with
M1[g] = −2h˜
(
S+[g] + S−[g]
)
=
2h˜
2πx
∫
d2z tr{∂¯gg−1 ∂gg−1} .
Our measure Dg(R) is clearly not invariant,
5 but it differs from an invariant one
merely by a local counterterm. Within the framework of the WZW model, it is
then very natural to incorporate this counterterm M1[g] into the action precisely to
restore Haar-invariance:
Dg(Haar) = Dg(R) exp−M1[g]. (53)
We now propose to carry over this counterterm to the non-local theory as well.
The resulting measure will carry the subscript (Haar), the one used until now will
occasionally get the subscript (R). Although, when expressed in terms of the field
A the counterterm M1 will of course be non-local, it originates from a perfectly
local expression in g, which seems to be an excellent criterion to characterise the
admissible counterterms in the induced WZW model. We can then recalculate the
5The regularisation dependence of the Haar invariance of the measure was previously stressed
by P. van Nieuwenhuizen.
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effective action WHaar[u] that one obtains when including this counterterm in the
action:
e−WHaar[u] =
∫
DA(Haar) e
−k
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{Au/k}
)
=
∫
DA(R) e
−k
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr{Au/k}
)
−M1[g(A)]
=
∫
DAe
−(k + 2h˜)
(
Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
tr
{
A
u
k + 2h˜
})
+ 2h˜S−[g(A)]
.
Parametrising u
k+2h˜
as ∂g¯g¯−1 and using the Polyakov-Wiegmann identity, this be-
comes
= e
−(k + 2h˜)W 0
[
u
k + 2h˜
]
∫
DAe−(k + 2h˜)Γ
0[Ag¯−1 ] + 2h˜S
−[g(A)]
= e
−(k + 2h˜)W 0
[
u
k + 2h˜
]
∫
DAg¯−1 e
−kΓ0[Ag¯−1 ]−M1[Ag¯−1 ]
where the last path integral is just a constant. As a result we have obtained agree-
ment with formula (31) of section three.
7 Beyond One Loop
The previous sections only treated the one loop contributions. In the present section,
we extend the analysis to an arbitrary number of loops. We reconsider the analysis
of KPZ, starting from the covariant action
Γ[A] + Γ¯[A¯]−
k
2πx
∫
tr
{
A A¯
}
. (54)
Fixing the gauge as in section three, and performing the ghost integral, leads to a
fixed value for A¯ and a renormalisation of the Γ¯ term, and we have to consider only
the A-loops.
The theory may be considered to be an approximation to one where the matter
system is strongly coupled to the gauge field. Apart from the induced action, one
then has also a term describing the gauge field itself. Taking this to be the ordinary
Yang-Mills action, it is immediately clear that the propagators for the gauge field
acquire much better convergence properties. From the point of view of the induced
action, the Yang-Mills term constitutes a higher order derivative term. This is
reminiscent of the method used in [24] for ordinary gauge theories. Since we want
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to keep the vector gauge invariance, the fact that it is covariant is also most welcome.
Let us analyse the divergences in the remaining theory. The action now is
S[A, ˆ¯A] = Γ0[A]−
1
2πx
∫
d2x tr
{
Aˆ¯A+
1
4Λ2
F µνFµν
}
,
where Λ2 is supposedly a large parameter, that will be sent to infinity in the end.
The Yang-Mills term generates new three and four point vertices. Explicitly,
1
4Λ2
tr{F µνFµν} =
−2
Λ2
tr
{
(∂A)2 + (∂¯ ˆ¯A)2 + 2ˆ¯A∂∂¯A
+2[A, ˆ¯A](∂A− ∂¯ ˆ¯A+ 1
2
[A, ˆ¯A])
}
.
Expansion of the action around the same classical point Acl as before (see eq.(16)
with u = kˆ¯A) yields
S[Acl + α,
ˆ¯A] = W 0[ˆ¯A] + 1
2
∫
αa
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δA acl δA
b
cl
αb + f(Acl)α
3 + ...
−
1
Λ2πx
∫
tr
{
α ∂2α + [α, ˆ¯A]
(
[ˆ¯A, α]− 2∂α
)}
where we used that F µν [Acl,
ˆ¯A] = 0. The kinetic term for the quantum field α is
1
4πx
∫
tr
{
α
∂
∂¯
(
1−
4∂∂¯
Λ2
)
α
}
,
leading to the improved UV behaviour of the Feynman diagrams. In fact the in-
clusion of the Yang-Mills term regularises all the diagrams made up with the orig-
inal Γ0[Acl]-vertices, as can be seen by calculating their superficial degree of di-
vergence (SDD). Each vertex adds to the integrand 2 powers of momenta minus
the number of internal lines it couples to, or better. With V the number of ver-
tices and I the number of internal lines, the total power contributed by the vertices
is 2V − 2I or less. The number of loops L being equal to I − V + 1, we have
that SDD ≤ 2 − 2I = 4 − 2L − 2V . The tadpole or (higher order) seagull di-
agrams are in fact more convergent than this, because their vertex behaves as an
inverse momentum. Inclusion of the extra Yang-Mills vertices modifies the formula
to SDD ≤ 4 − 2L − 2Vold − Enew where Vold is the number of old vertices, and
Enew is the number of external lines coupling to the new vertices. There are only 2
ill-defined diagrams left in our theory. They are in fact topologically the same as in
fig. 1 and 2, but now with only the new Yang-Mills vertices present. Since these are
one-loop diagrams, we can regulate them them by adding Pauli-Villars fields with
the action
SPV [αi, Acl,
ˆ¯A] = 1
2
∫
α ai
δ2 Γ 0[Acl]
δA acl δA
b
cl
α bi
−
1
Λ2πx
∫
tr
{
αi ∂
2αi + [αi,
ˆ¯A]
(
[ˆ¯A, αi]− 2∂αi
)}
−
M2i
16πx
∫
tr
{
αi
1
∂¯2
(
1−
4∂∂¯
Λ2
)
αi
}
. (55)
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This PV-action has some unfamiliar features. First, it may be noted that we have
chosen a somewhat complicated looking mass term. This just serves to simplify the
resulting Feynman diagrams (the PV propagators factorise easily with this choice:
the denominator becomes (|q|2+Λ2)(|q|2+M2i )), but is in fact immaterial: we have
checked that all conclusions to be drawn below are valid also when one leaves out
the M2/Λ2 terms. For Λ→∞ the mass term is of course the same as eq.(33). The
second point is that the PV-terms only serve to regulate diagrams with external ˆ¯A
lines, not the propagating α lines. All loops with attached α lines were already made
finite by the inclusion of the higher derivatives. For simplicity, we have therefore
decoupled the PV fields from the quantum α fields. The coupling to the Acl is kept
for covariance. Presumably coupling PV-fields according to the general procedure
of duplicating all couplings gives the same result, but we have not checked this
explicitly. The decoupling has as a consequence that the PV-fields do not contribute
to higher loop diagrams at all, not even to compensate divergent subgraphs, since
according to the counting above there should not be any after the introduction of
the Yang-Mills term: only a few diagrams with external ˆ¯A and Acl lines (which do
not propagate) are involved in the additional PV-regularisation.
Having modified the regularisation method for the purpose of rendering finite the
more loop diagrams, it is important to check that the one loop results of sections
four and five remain valid. A priori, they correspond to the present setup, where
the Λ → ∞ limit is taken first. However, it is not clear whether the order of
limits matters. We will therefore recompute the 1-loop two point function, i.e. the
quadratic part of W [kˆ¯A(Acl)].
The building blocks for our Feynman diagrams are
∆iab(q, r) = g ab δ
2(q + r)
(|q|2 + Λ2)(|q|2 +M2i )
q2Λ2
∞∑
n=3
V nab[Acl](q, r)
V¯ 3ab[
ˆ¯A](q, r) =
2i
Λ2(2π)2
∫
d2p fabc
ˆ¯A
c
(p) (q¯ − r¯) δ2(p+ q + r)
V¯ 4ab[
ˆ¯A](q, r) =
−4
Λ2(2π)4
∫
d2p d2s f cad fceb
ˆ¯A
d
(p) ˆ¯A
e
(s) δ2(p+ q + r + s) .
Note that partly they are expressed in terms of Acl and partly in terms of
ˆ¯A. For
the present calculation it suffices to put ˆ¯A(p) = p¯
p
Acl(p), and one has to evaluate the
following expression, consisting of 5 different diagrams (topologically, figs. 1 and 2,
but with both the old non-local vertices and the new Yang-Mills vertices):
1
2
∑
i
ci tr
{
∆−1i (V
4 + V¯ 4)
}
−
1
4
∑
i
ci tr
{
∆−1i (V
3 + V¯ 3)∆−1i (V
3 + V¯ 3)
}
= −
h˜
(2π)4
∫
d2pA acl(p) (I4 + I4¯ + I33 + 2I33¯ + I3¯3¯)Acl a(−p) ,
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where the notation reflects the vertices used, the overline denoting the Yang-Mills
vertices. Let us start with the two diagrams where only the Yang-Mills vertices are
present. The seagull graph vanishes
I4¯ = −
2p¯2
p2
∑
i
ci
∫
d2q
q2
(|q|2 + Λ2)(|q|2 +M2i )
= 0 (56)
due to the angular integral. The vacuum graph reads
I3¯3¯ =
p¯2
p2
∑
i
ci
∫
d2q
q2(p+ q)2(2q¯ + p¯)2
(|q|2 + Λ2)(|q|2 +M2i )(|p+ q|
2 + Λ2)(|p+ q|2 +M2i )
. (57)
The numerator is of order q6, to start with, but the PV-contributions take care of
the regularisation. Introducing Feynman parameters, shifting the momenta, and
doing the angular integral, leads to
I3¯3¯ =
∑
i
ci
1
(M2i − Λ
2)2
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dx
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dy
∫ ∞
0
d(|q|2)
|q|4A+ |q|2B + C
{|q|2 + (1− α)x+ αy + α(1− α)|p|2}4
(58)
where A, B and C depend only on p, p¯ and α. The numerator is now quartic in
the momenta. It is then clear that I3¯3¯ will become zero in the limit where M
2
i and
Λ2 go to infinity. Thus, the extra diagrams with only Yang-mills couplings, which
are the only ones having a divergence left before the introduction of PV-fields, give
no contribution. This might have been guessed already from eqs. (56) and (57)
without introducing the compensating PV-contributions. However, also in view of
eq.(36), we resisted the temptation to apply formal simplifications to unregularised
expressions.
We now proceed with the two “original” diagrams.
I4 + I33
=
∑
i
ci
∫
d2q
Λ2
p2
(p¯+ q¯)(p− q)(p¯q − q¯p)
(|q|2 + Λ2)(|q|2 +M2i )|p+ q|
2
+
∫
d2q
Λ4
p2
(p¯q − q¯p)2
(|q|2 + Λ2)(|q|2 +M2i )(|p+ q|
2 + Λ2)(|p+ q|2 +M2i )
=
∑
i
ci
2πΛ2
(M2i − Λ
2)
|p|2
p2
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dx
(1− α)
{(1− α)x+ α(1− α)|p|2}
−
2πΛ4
(M2i − Λ
2)2
|p|2
p2
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dx
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dy
α(1− α)
{(1− α)x+ αy + α(1− α)|p|2}2
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Here it matters in which order the regulators are removed. If the Pauli-Villars
masses go to infinity, Λ2 remaining finite, the Pauli-Villars terms drop out, and
lim
Λ→∞
lim
Mi→∞
(I4 + I33) =
−2π|p|2
p2
lim
∫ 1
0
dα ln
αΛ2 + α(1− α)|p|2
Λ2 + α(1− α)|p|2
=
2π|p|2
p2
.
In the opposite order one finds that
lim
Mi→∞
lim
Λ→∞
(I4 + I33) = lim
∑
i
ci
−2π|p|2
p2
∫ 1
0
dα ln
αM2i + α(1− α)|p|
2
M2i + α(1− α)|p|
2
=
−2π|p|2
p2
,
which is of course the result eq.(37) that we obtained in section four without intro-
ducing Λ in the first place.
The remaining contribution equals
2I33¯
=
∑
i
ci
∫
d2q
2Λ2
p2
(p¯q − q¯p) q p¯ (2q¯ + p¯) (p+ q)
(|q|2 + Λ2)(|q|2 +M2i )(|p+ q|
2 + Λ2)(|p+ q|2 +M2i )
=
∑
i
ci
−8πΛ2
(M2i − Λ
2)2
|p|2
p2
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dx
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dy
α(1− α)
{(1− α)x+ αy + α(1− α)|p|2}
−
4πΛ2
(M2i − Λ
2)2
|p|4
p2
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dx
∫ M2
i
Λ2
dy
α3(1− α)
{(1− α)x+ αy + α(1− α)|p|2}2
.
The second term is equal to zero, no matter how the limits are taken. The rest gives
lim
Λ→∞
lim
Mi→∞
2I33¯ = lim−
8π|p|2
p2
∫ 1
0
dα ln Λ2 − α ln(αΛ2)− (1− α) ln((1− α)Λ2)
= −
4π|p|2
p2
and
lim
Mi→∞
lim
Λ→∞
2I33¯ =
16π|p|2
p2
∑
i
ci
∫ 1
0
dαα lnα
= 0 .
Summing all five diagrams we have, for both limits,
Wquantum[k
ˆ¯A(Acl)] = −
h˜
2πx
∫
d2x tr
{
Acl
∂
∂¯
Acl + · · ·
}
.
We have checked that all other Λ,Mi → ∞ limits give the same answer too. It is
satisfying that the sum of all one loop diagrams does not depend on the specific way
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of taking the limits, despite the fact that expressions for individual diagrams do.
We conclude that the one loop results of section four remain valid.
To extend these result to all loops, we now continue along the line of section
five, and compute the full quantum effective action through its (anomalous) gauge
variation. Again, using the standard ghost determinant, we only have to calculate
the gauge field contribution, with the aim to show that it cancels the ghost anomaly.
Since the regulating Yang-Mills term is invariant under the simultaneous trans-
formation of classical and quantum fields, the Pauli-Villars mass term is still the
only symmetry breaking part of the Lagrangian. The variation of Wquantum[k
ˆ¯A] can
thus be written as the expectationvalue of the variation of the mass term of eq.(55).
When expanding this expectationvalue in a series of Feynman diagrams, it can be
seen that the only contributing diagrams are those with one loop of P.V. fields (and
no other loops).
The full variation of Wquantum[k
ˆ¯A] is therefore given by
δWquantum[k
ˆ¯A] = 1
2
∑
j=1
cjM
2
j Tr

X
(
∆j +
∑
n=3
(
V n[Acl(
ˆ¯A)] + V¯ n[ˆ¯A]
))−1
 , (59)
where X results from varying the mass term:
Xab(q, r) =
1
(2π)2
∫
d2p fabc η
c(p)
{
1
r2
(
Λ2 + |r|2
Λ2
)
−
1
q2
(
Λ2 + |q|2
Λ2
)}
δ2(p+q+r) .
(60)
The term without vertex vanishes because tr{η} is 0 . The next term is
δ3¯Wquantum[k
ˆ¯A] = −1
2
∑
j=1
cjM
2
j Tr
{
X ∆−1j V¯
3[ˆ¯A] ∆−1j
}
= −
h˜
(2π)4
∫
d2p ˆ¯A
a
(p) J3¯ ηa(−p)
with
J3¯ =
∑
j=1
cjM
2
j
∫
d2q
2 i q2 (p¯+ 2q¯)
(|q|2 + Λ2)(|q|2 +M2j )(|p+ q|
2 +M2j )
=
∑
j=1
cj
−8πipM2j
(M2j − Λ
2)
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ M2
j
Λ2
dx
α(1− α)
{(1− α)x+ αM2j + α(1− α)|p|
2}
. (61)
In the beginning of this section we demonstrated that the order of limits was im-
material for the sum of all contributions. Assuming that this extends to the present
case, we evaluate
lim
Λ→∞
lim
Mj→∞
J3¯ = −8πip lim
∑
j=1
cj
∫ 1
0
dαα ln
M2j + α(1− α)|p|
2
αM2j + (1− α)Λ
2 + α(1− α)|p|2
= 2πip , (62)
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leading to
δ3¯Wquantum[k
ˆ¯A] =
2h˜
2πx
∫
d2x tr
{
η ∂¯ ˆ¯A
}
= δ
(
2h˜W 0[ˆ¯A]
)
. (63)
Remarkably, with this order of limits, this single diagram already furnishes the
entire quantum variation we expected to obtain. It remains to show that all the
other graphs vanish.
As an illustration we compute the first term explicitly:
δ3Wquantum[k
ˆ¯A] = −1
2
∑
j=1
cjM
2
j Tr
{
X ∆−1j V
3[Acl(
ˆ¯A)]∆−1j
}
= −
h˜
(2π)4
∫
d2pA acl(p) J3 ηa(−p)
with
J3 =
∑
j=1
cjM
2
j
∫
d2q
Λ2 i (p¯q − q¯p)2
p|q|2(|q|2 +M2j )(|p+ q|
2 + Λ2)(|p+ q|2 +M2j )
(64)
=
∑
j=1
cj
−2πip¯Λ2
(M2j − Λ
2)
∫ 1
0
dα
∫ M2
j
0
dx
∫ M2
j
Λ2
dy
α(1− α)
{(1− α)x+ αy + α(1− α)|p|2}2
In the last line, there is a factor M−2 multiplying an integral that diverges only
logarithmically when M → ∞. This can already be seen from the first line of
eq.(64), by neglecting the momentum dependence of the two factors M2j + |k|
2, and
counting the degree of divergence of the remaining q-integral. Consequently,
lim
Λ→∞
lim
Mj→∞
J3 = 0. (65)
The same argument can be repeated for the diagrams with more and/or other in-
sertions. Again, by moving in front two factors M−2 and counting the degree of
divergence of the remaining momentum integral, one finds at most logarithmic di-
vergences, except in a few cases. Of these, one was computed in eq.(62). The other
two have one V¯ 4 or two V¯ 3 insertions, and vanish also, by an explicit check. Con-
sequently, with this order of the limits, eq.(63) gives indeed the total contribution.
If we check what happens when we again reverse the limits, we have
lim
Mj→∞
lim
Λ→∞
J3 = −2πip¯
∑
j=1
cj
∫ 1
0
dα ln
M2j + α(1− α)|p|
2
αM2j + α(1− α)|p|
2
= 2πip¯ ,
while the 1
Λ2
of the V¯ 3[ˆ¯A] vertex makes J3¯ = 0 in this limit (see eq.(61)). Using the
relation between Acl and
ˆ¯A, which to the first order is p¯Acl(p) = p
ˆ¯A(p), we recover
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the full quantumvariation of eq.(63), plus additional terms with higher powers of the
field ˆ¯A. These additional terms only drop out when including the contributions to
eq.(59) of the P.V. diagrams with more V n[Acl] vertex insertions. These diagrams
indeed give finite results in the limit we are considering 6, such that the complete
expression will emerge this time in the form of an infinite series
δ
(
2h˜W 0[ˆ¯A(Acl)]
)
=
2h˜
2πx
∫
d2x tr
{
η D
[
−2π
δΓ 0[Acl]
δAcl
]
Acl
}
(66)
In order to calculate the full effective action, it thus suffices to study its 1-loop
variation. This 1-loop variation can be obtained in two ways: either as an infinite
sum of diagrams made up with the ’original’ non-local vertices; or by using a different
order of limits, in which case all the information collapses in a single diagram.
8 Conclusions
Especially for two-dimensional theories, there has been a marked increase in the in-
terest for non-local field theories, mainly when arising as induced theories describing
the dynamics of degrees of freedom that arise through anomalies. Whereas for local
field theories experience has accumulated considerably over the years, for non-local
field theories a lot remains to be learned. In this paper we have shown that, as
far as regularisation is concerned, one can go a long way with rather conventional
methods. We have shown that Pauli-Villars methods can be extended quite easily,
provided one is willing to introduce non-local mass terms. Also the method of higher
covariant derivatives has proven useful in limiting the breaking of symmetries to a
(presumably unavoidable) core. We have also shown that anomaly-style calcula-
tions have an equally enlarged field of application, and here also some extension of
traditional methods (we used pseudo-differential operators) was needed. We have
proposed a scheme for a specific class of non-local induced actions, viz. gauge field
actions induced through coupling with affine currents, although without any doubt
it can be extended to a large class of similar actions. We have used our scheme to
clear up some discrepancies between different calculations of the (finite) renormalisa-
tion factors that allow one to express the effective quantum actions of these theories
in terms of their classical actions. The conclusion here is, that different countert-
erms do indeed lead to different field renormalisation factors, but no inconsistency
arises if one adopts a given regularisation procedure systematically — although it
may not be obvious how to guarantee this in practice. We have shown the precise
relation between different formal evaluations, in particular how different symmetry
requirements, vector gauge symmetry conservation and Haar invariance, are related
through a counterterm, that is local in the framework of a WZW lagrangian. It may
be noted here that there exist other methods where the regularisation is much more
implicit, as for example in point splitting methods combined with operator product
6In fact we already calculated these diagrams in section 5, albeit in configurationspace.
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expansions. We have not established a direct connection between that method and
the regularisation(s) in this paper, but expect that there should be no objection to
it either, if adopted systematically. We remind the reader that it leads to results
’halfway’ between the vector-invariant and the Haar-invariant results.
One attempt to bring these non-local theories back to the more familiar local
ground would be through a transformation of variables. For example, for induced
gravity the Polyakov variables make the action local. The resulting local action
however is rather involved, and the application of standard perturbative renormali-
sation theory is not straightforward. Since universal normalisation requirements for
the resulting theories are lacking, we have been guided by the symmetry preserva-
tion of the theory, and have adopted the working rule not to add any counterterms
unless required by symmetry. One can arrive at the same rule when considering the
theory treated in section seven. The non-local action can be considered as arising
from a local matter action, where one also includes the Yang-Mills term from the
start. The renormalisation conditions and counterterms for this local field theory
then will not involve the non-local vertices of the induced theory either. One has
noticed (see section four) that we never needed to introduce counterterms to cancel
infinities. The same property also invites one to perform formal calculations with-
out even mentioning the divergences, although we have seen that the finite results
obtained in this way may be incorrect. Physically, it is linked to the induced nature
of the theories we considered (which may be the only non-local theories that one
wants to consider anyway), which leads to much softer ultraviolet behaviour than
expected generically.
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